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Editors Note
We trust that you all enjoyed the celebrations and are now ready for the new year. Our pot is getting empty and it would
be good if you could put your thinking caps on and scribble something down for our readers to enjoy. We thank John
Tamkin for sending in a poem and wish him and Maggie a Happy New Year. You can also read the final part of Phil
Masons story.
Next meeting SUNDAY 25TH JANUARY 2015

Skippers Log
We had the November Picnic at our home so renamed "Picnic in the Willaston Gardens".
Lots of food, fun and laughter, almost all the Members turned up with only a few apologies from those who cannot drive
anymore and those who were sick or immobile. Jack and Ann Nicholls came all the way from Normanville and stayed at
the Gawler Caravan Park nearby. Well done to you both! We had a phone call from Mike Day to see if we were all
behaving ourselves and to send his Best Wishes. It was unfortunate he couldn't be with us.
We had a game (organized by our wonderful Betty Hutchings) where everyone had a prize, she gave narration of "The
Night Before Christmas" which involved passing our prizes left to right as the story unfolded. Some people were loath to
let go of their prizes (no names mentioned but sufficient to say one was a singer) until it was explained there was one for
each person so no one went without.
It was nice to see Tom with his Sister and she enjoyed the fun and games that us "Salties" got up to.
A big Thank You to George and Betty Hutchings who got their family to erect a lovely big shade tent for us all, as it was
a very hot sunny day, but we are pleased to say we lost no-on due to the weather conditions! A very thoughtful gesture by
the Hutchings Family, much appreciated. Your family are a credit to you George and Betty. Thanks also go to my Wife
Anne who purchased another large umbrella out of her meager pension - also for her putting together the food and
goodies. It was her idea to relocate the Park Picnic to Picnic to at our manor. The Botanic Gardens had been fully booked
out and parking would have been hopeless. Many delicious desserts were brought by the ladies. Thankyou!
We welcomed Ken Dunlevy and Evelyn from their long holiday in the UK and other places. Vern and Eunice looked well
in spite of some health problems, but always the first to attend anything.
Moving on to Christmas, many thanks to all those who sent us cards also the nice wording that accompanied them. Much
appreciated. We saw the New Year in with special friends, lots to eat and drink and many laughs getting to bed after
2.a.m. A great finish to 2014.
2015 has got off to a bad start with the tragic bush fires and our prayers are with those people who have lost their homes
and the animals that perished. We owe a lot to our brave wonderful fire fighters and volunteers. God Bless Them.
See you all at the Port Dock on Sunday the 25th January.
Best Wishes to you all for a healthy and safe 2015.
That's all Folks, Tony.
From the Almoner’s desk
Well 2015 has started with a bang and not a whimper so lets hope we get through the rest of summer disaster free.
Members will remember Paul Charlish, our prolific raffle winner at meetings. Sad to report Paul is now in care and has
the deteriorating condition of dementia. Paul is visited by brother-in-law Mick who keeps us updated.
I caught up with John Hines who hopes to be able to attend some meetings throughout the year. John has mobility
problems and was recently diagnosed a type 2 diabetic.
Thinking also of John Tamkin who can no longer attend. John is awaiting placement in a care unit close to his dear friend
Margaret Maddocks. Our good wishes are with them both.
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We extend birthday wishes to Val on the 28th January.
In February Tom and Ken are celebrating.
Enjoy your special days.
On that happy note, stay well everybody and keep smiling.
Just a thought, how about this for a tongue in cheek quotation
You can't have everything. Where would you put it?
Anne Withey
----We had several skirmishes in India, where the Chippy attacked our driver and his rickshaw, because he would not run
faster and jump across the opening lock gates, we were soon surrounded by his friends, who would have kicked the hell
out of us if we had not leapt into the docks and swam to safety, needless to say I did not share a trip ashore with him again
in a hurry. While out in the bay off Saigon, some crew had been haggling with the bum boat mob about French brandy
(one junior officer had exchanged his spare uniform for some spirits). A few of us had been daring one another to see who
could dive off the highest part of the ships structure and over the ships side into the sea. Diving from this height also
meant you went down deeper and needed to take as much air into your lungs as possible. I did not think about this and
found it hard to get to the surface before my lungs burst, when my head struck the bottom of the bum boat, my life shot
before me. I was barely conscious as I floated alongside the boat and was hauled out of the water and was told about the
sharks seen about. This news kerbed our water activities.
One of my many duties on my watch (Corris was in the wheelhouse) was to remove the rust and repaint the ships sides on
a bosons chair slung over the ships side. With my paint bucket secured to the rope and me handling a roller on a long
bamboo pole painting in both directions as far as I could reach, before being hauled on deck to reposition my chair along
the ship, to continue the painting until my shift was over. Another job I got lumbered with was to change the top mast
globe, as our sparks was afraid of heights. I got the job of scaling the 140 foot mast with a large screw Philips globe stuck
under my jumper and on returning to the deck he just threw it over the side after telling me not to drop or break it, as a
J.O.S you did as you were told.
Whilst in Calcutta during the wet season when the snow melts high up in the Himalayas’ it sends down a huge Bore of
water, some ten metres high and the width of the river. We had to take extra precautions with the tying up of the ship. We
had all eight steel ropes and hawsers secured to the dock side bollards and we split both anchor’ s in half, using the chain
links to secure the ships stern section to shore and refitted the anchors and dropped them on the sea bed to anchors us
forward and wait for the tidal wave to come. The Chief Officer gave strict orders to secure all port holes and shut all
doors around the ship and for everyone to stay inside and not venture on decks until he gave the all clear. Several steel
wires and ropes broke with such force; the damage to the bulk heads and safety rails was very extensive and needed
repairing before we set sail.
One Sunday having sailed beyond Singapore, the ship was hit by a huge log that bent the propeller blades and the shaft,
for several days we literally hopped like a kangaroo all the way to Sydney to get repairs done. We anchored out in the
bay, so the only way we could get ashore was to get a sea taxi to call after our shift ended at 4.00pm and return for a
7.00 am start. When Friday came around we all extended our shore leave until Monday morning leaving only a skeleton
crew and the maintenance team aboard. A lot of drinking and the odd red light visits were called for and a good night's
sleep and food at the Seamen mission at the Rocks was called for. After returning to sea and picking up coal, ore and war
material cargoes for Vietnam from Japan, we soon got back into a routine, sailing through all sorts of seasons, the rough
and the smooth. One time our engines had a flash fire and in mountainous seas with a cargo of iron ore we had to endure
being tossed about without power, we ate and slept with our life jackets on while the ships engineers fixed the problem. I
am not saying our Captain was a Jonah but we had our fair share of mishaps, we hit a German ship in Egypt and had to
have some buckled plates replaced, we ran aground on a sand bar in India and only the quick thinking Bosun saved the
ship tipping over and sinking fully laden with iron ore and of course the log disaster as previously mentioned, He would
not pay for pilots and allowed tug boats to move off before being secured to the ship, causing injuries to the work force,
allowing sailors to work alone over the ships side without supervision and inadequate protection when clearing rust with
automatic tools on the deck. Allowing poor food, drinking water to be served up and people to cook in unhygienic
conditions. One day I found the Irish cook boiling up his clothes and footwear in the same utensil he cooked the food in
(mind you it smelt better than the food he served us). His arms, hands and body were covered in boils and he used to
handle flour that was covered in weevils he brushed aside with his bare hands. The flour bin, was roughly 1 meter square,
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saved a man from being badly burnt, when the ship hit a big wave and the Peggy (mess boy) was about to fill a kettle
from the urn, which covered him in boiling water, the cook literally picked him up and dumped him into the flour bin and
covered him with flour and saved him from severe burns. But the flour was not replaced and continued to be used
throughout the trip. We had a variety of meals in the tropic’s in stinking hot weather and all he could manage to cook
each day was stew, most days it was tipped into the sea and you went hungry as rations were set each day with no extras
or treats( bread and jam if you could get it). Every morning we had a dish of burgu a coarse type of porridge, which the
weevils and cockroaches loved to eat off the side of your dish while you were eating it and we had flap jacks and curry,
with armour plated baked bread, (it made a big splash when dropped in the sea). We never got fresh drinking water,
Peggy had to ask the chief purser for a bucket of water he kept in the freezers but it was never very cold and sometimes
had things floating in it, but you drank and ate what you could and made out when the opportunities arose, (a trip ashore
or when the Indian was cooking food on deck for his band of workers). He caught fresh fish daily, bought fresh
vegetables and fruit from the boats that came along side our ship and cooked chapattis a metre in size on an up turned 45
gallon drum covered in ghee and served on a leaf, and washed his hands before handling the food. We drank coconut
milk, served in half the shell after he had used the meat from it in the hot curries. We all looked forward to our long spells
in India, this did not endear us our Irish cook, who complained we had wasted the good food he had cooked us. We got it
served up the next day in his breakfast curry dishes, definitely not the same standard as our Indian. We were called upon
to carry our food stocks on board and in to the store room, even the uncovered sides of meat with no hygiene
requirements in place.
Having visited Japan on several occasions I remember the devastation of visiting Nagasaki and Hiroshima and meeting
the locals in their humble homes. Having to remove your shoes and sitting on the floor to eat and drink their rice wine and
being taken to a Sumo wrestling venue, visiting the Geisha houses and drinking the local beer. One bar we were sitting in
having a drink when a local got very agitated and removed his shirt exposing a wound that started high up on his chest
and down to his waist and around his back right up to his shoulder (we believed he was the victim of a bayonet attack
during the war and survived). He was carrying a large knife which he was waving close to my body and face, I found it
quite scary until the bar man hauled him out of the place and we continued on with our drinks in peace.
On our homeward bound journey we called into Singapore for repairs, which allowed us plenty of time to check out the
delights in Boogie Street and the surrounding area and find new experiences a young man could only dream about, but
alas we had to leave. Passing through the Suez Canal and seeing all the sunken ships that still lay about. Our shore trip
was short lived, having had to bribe the customs guys with cigarettes to be allowed into town, we had just reached a bar
when some Arab decided to use us as target practice with his machine gun, which sent us scurrying quickly back to the
ship, upsetting the older guys who needed the booze. We had to make do with the bum boat merchants and bargaining for
whatever drink they had on board, (not the best homemade brew, I can tell you).
We set sail for England and soon the White Cliffs of Dover came in sight and we carried on and berthed in Aberdeen. The
cold grey barren city, a place so drab and cold and not a drink to be found, we got paid off and given a train ticket to
return to our home towns. I got off the train in Edinburgh to see the sights and get my legs used to land again after being
so long at sea. The next stop was at Crewe to change trains again, this one had single seats and a table either side of the
coach, with the aisle running down the centre. Being loaded up with a kit bag, suit case, Japanese china in timber cases,
there was not much room to spare and the journey seemed to take forever to reach Wolverhampton station, my
destination. I managed to get a taxi to carry all my gear and drop me off at my house. Knocking at the front door with all
my gear around me, the door was answered by my young sister, who on seeing me let out a loud scream, ran off to fetch
my mother saying there is a man at our door selling things. My mother came to the door and saw this thin bald headed
bearded chap standing at the door waiting to get in and needing help to carry all the gear I had bought back from my trip.
Eventually my sister calmed down after it was explained to her who I was, after nearly 3 years away, she did not seem to
recognise me.
I found I had got rid of my urge to go back to sea, but not my travelling bug. So after finishing my trade training, I sailed
for Sydney Australia as a 10 pound Pom. I worked in the Tool room for an engineering firm and due to a death in the
family a few years later, I returned to England and two weeks later I met my wife to be. After 18 months courtship we
married and bought a house and started a family, but I always wanted to return to live in Australia. We had to pay the full
fare to fly out, calling in at Melbourne when an air strike was in progress. All hotels and accommodation was fully
booked, so I hired a Falcon wagon to bring my family over to Adelaide on a 42 degree day in a vehicle without air
conditioning after a 34 hour flight. Having to stop for lack of sleep and the family’s safety, we booked a night in a motel
and continued on to Adelaide the next day. We have been here for the past 40 years and watched our family grow, with
the odd visit back to Blighty with no regrets.
Phil Mason
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Taken from Souvenir Programme for the Annual Sports Day at Sharpness 11th June 1966.
"History of TS Vindicatrix by Cape Horn Veteran"
"Green seas swept down the decks of the square-rigger sailing ship "Arranmore" and along what is now called the Mess
deck of the "TS Vindicatrix", while her figurehead (which now stands mounted at the entrance to the National Sea
Training School, Sharpness) bowed gracefully to the crests of the waves in the Seven Seas.
Perhaps she was lucky in those far-off days to have survived, four of her line foundered: "The Blairmore" capsized off
San Francisco, the" Culmore" in the North Sea, the "Templemore" was stranded on an iceberg and abandoned and
launched herself again to sail on unmanned, like "Marie Celeste", until she was found and scuttled as a danger to
navigation south of the Falklands in 1892, the last, the" Largiemore", was posted missing, lost with all hands in 1914.
It was the end of the sailing ship era, but the "Arranmore" sailed on until she went ashore and was dismasted in a tropical
storm at Alagoa Bay, South Africa and though eventually salvaged and repaired she was sold to the Germans, who
renamed her "Waltraute" and later used her as a Submarine Depot Ship for the Imperial German Navy off Heligoland in
the first world war. After the Armistice, surrendering German crews lived on board her after she was taken in reparation
for lost British tonnage and anchored off Leith, later being shifted to the London Docks, where she came under the
ownership of the Shipping Federation and was renamed "Vindicatrix", to vindicate war losses.
Since those days she has trained 73,000 boys for the British Merchant Navy and upheld our tradition as a maritime
power."
The races stated in the programme on the sports day were:
400 yds. Shot Putt. 100yds. High Jump. Tug O'War. 880yds. Long Jump.
Waiters Race. Sack Race. Wheelbarrow Race. Pillow Fight. 3 Legged Race.
6- a- side Football.
Displays of Marching and Semaphore: Mr. A. Jackson.
Gymnastics: Mr. J. Buffrey. Deck Instructor: Mr. J. Moses.
The prizes were presented by Mrs J.K. Rice-Oxley wife of the Director of Shipping Federation
Sick Bay standing by were: Sister Miss M Grey.
SBA: Mr. A. Woodman and Mr E. Rawlings.
The Captain Superintendent: Captain F.J.R. Poore
Handwriting on the front of the Programme said:
"Vindi sailed out of Sharpness at 9.30.p.m. on January 12th 1967. A perfect calm night. Hundreds of people saw her off".

NABILLA

Following Japan's entry into WW11 and their rapid
advance southwards in the Pacific Islands the
Australian Government realised the urgent need for
shallow draught boats and barges to service the
troops in these theatres of war. Many ketches and
lighters were requisitioned but more were required.
A number of firms were commissioned to construct
these craft, one of which was Slazengers whose
experience in wood lamination making tennis
racquets was considered enough background for
them to be engaged in wooden vessel production.
They established a boat building yard at Putney in
Sydney on the Parramatta River to build barges and
motorised scows. Slazengers expanded by taking
over a theatre in which to carry out some of the
joinery work and extending to another yard at
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Stockton where ship No TB11 was built. Constructed of wood she was 45 feet long, 24 tons gross fitted with a six
cylinder Detroit GM diesel engine. These craft were used to tow supply barges among the islands around New Guinea
and the Solomons group. TB11 was not completed until 1946 and did not see any active service during WW11. After the
war the South Australian Marine & Harbours Department purchased a number of these tugs, among them was TB11
which they named Nabilla.
Nabilla came to Port Lincoln in 1957 to assist in the construction of the first grain bulk loading wharf and remained for 17
years, carrying out a variety of tasks during that time. She acted as a pilot boat, rescued disabled fishing boats and yachts,
serviced navigation beacons, carried out burials at sea, met overseas ships to bring sick or injured seamen into hospital,
acted as flag ship for opening day at the yacht club, and various other tasks. After leaving Port Lincoln Nabilla was
stationed at various South Australian out ports before being sold to a fisherman at Carpenters Rocks, near Mount
Gambier, in South Australia's south east. In 1996 Nabilla was donated to Axel Stenross Maritime Museum by Oakley
Shipping, of Portland, Victoria, and was road freighted to the present site.
With thanks to the Axel Stenross Museum for this item.
-----

The little boy was staring
at the coat hung on the door.
He asked his grandad if he wore it
Long ago when he was at war.
In 1918 the old man said,
my grandfather wore it home
from the great war with many dead
never again able to roam.
The old man thought of that quiet soul
With his stories so grim from those days
Almost hearing the cries and drum roll
And seeing the land all ablaze.
He told of the womenfolk waving goodbyes
To the husbands, the brothers the sons
and into the unknown without the blue skies
just smoke and disaster and guns.
The brave horses that fell as well as the men
Had served their countries well
They had no medals presented to them
Riding into a terrible hell.
The old man looked at the innocent face
Of his grandchild just seven years old
Hoping the same horrors never took place
As he took up his small hand to hold.
Anne Iles
----It was a very special day – 28.12.1955, a day to remember for the rest of my life. A sweet
little boy, all of fifteen and a half years of age, never been kissed, cuddled or kicked too
much. Hailing from God’s country (the Isle of Wight) I embarked on a path we all have
taken and looking back with pride still full of Christmas pudding and carrying a few door
stops to keep the wolves at bay, just as well as it turned out.
It was a bloody freezing day up at sparrows fart to get a puffing billy to Ryde and then a
paddle steamer to Portsmouth and then another puffing billy to Waterloo. Then the puffing
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cattle train down to Sharpness. I can’t remember any adults, only a hoard of young kids like me. Our carriage was as
noisy as a Chinese Parliament in full flight. I remember two young gentlemen had us enthralled with tales their older
brothers had told them about the Vindi. It was a good job the train was travelling fast or a few who went over the wall in
the first week would have bailed out there and then. But things got better when they started telling us about all the lurid
details of what they got up to on their runs ashore. With bright eyes and flushed faces we all looked to each and thought
this is the life for us (there is nothing in this world To-good for Brian Toogood). And then we arrived and our cosy little
world started to fall apart. I think we marched or shambled along from station to camp, through the snow just like little
orphan Annie (but I’m not really sure, perhaps some of the younger sprogs amongst you do). We were first marched to
Codene Annie’s domain, I don’t think the was there when we had to drop our daks, look left and cough three times no two
and then see if out most prised toy was still attached. I then understood the old saying of brass monkey weather or as the
uncouth would say to freeze the gonads off a brass monkey. From there it was off to the quarter master’s stores to get our
one size fits all equipment. There was much swapping and changing later. We were then separated into two groups, young
gentlemen this side and the rabble (sorry I meant deck boys) that side. The gentlemen were marched off into the snow
once more only to be told we would be sleeping on the Vindi herself. We had just left the barracks where the coal and
coke braziers were glowing cherry red, deckies had it so good and they still went over the wall. One of the biggest
bludgers (this one wasn’t in my intake) was named Mick Surfield. All he did all day long was to deliver coal and coke to
the officer’s quarters and the barracks.
At last we were shown to our luxurious suite where we had a lovely pillow top mattress made out of hay, commonly
known as a donkey’s breakfast. A low subdued lighting system was installed, four forty watt globes swinging in the
breeze that went the whole length and breadth of four of our work benches. And then came the question on every ones
lips, where is the on-suite? With an evil grin the instructor said 'outside at the bottom of the gangway is a ten seater,
welcome to the Vindi'.
The only good thing to come out of this was the life boat drill. You can’t row a bloody row boat on ice, we couldn’t even
lower them, the falls were frozen stiff, besides all of the rowlocks were frozen and thats putting it mildly. On finishing our
course we asked the instructor why we only had to do six weeks and the deckies ten weeks. With a smile he said ‘you lot
aint as thick as some’ (perhaps he was a wee bit bias being a catering instructor).
The journey from boy to a man-child was just about to begin. Finally the big day arrived, we were no longer new boys but
old lags and due to be shown the door to the big wide world where all of our dreams might come true. Twenty four hours
later, after staying the night at the Southampton Flying Angel I presented the new star of all shipping lines, the scourge of
all dusky maidens to the shipping federation pool where I explained to a shifty eyed old ‘B’ who had seen it all over the
years, that I had been promised a job with the Union Castle Line. (I had originally phoned Union Castle at the age of
fourteen and a half when I left school, only to be told I had to be fifteen and a half and under training at a sea school). He
looked in his ledger and told me they didn’t have a Cape boat coming in for at least seven to ten days. There were two
ships broken down between Cape Town and Southampton. Seeing the disappointment in my face he said would I like a
quick trip to New York on a new super tanker (would I ever) it’s only a four week trip. Anyway I signed on to this new
super tanker. He forgot to tell me it was new in 1945, not 1955. On arriving at Fawey, the Esso refinery half way down
the Southampton river I looked for a new and gleaming supertanker, there were only two ships tied up, one rusty old bulk
and one very, very rusty old bucket of nuts and bolts, named the Olympic Mariner. After checking my paperwork, guess
which one was my mode of transport for the next four weeks. Yes I had hit the jackpot.
The Olympic Mariner was owned by the Onassis group and was on a bare board charter to Esso Petroleum (Esso stands
for the Eastern Subsidiary of Standard Oil) now you all learned something new, but I digress, launched in 1945 a ‘T’ two
class tanker, a war baby of 10,500 gr. weight, 16,000 dead weight. She was originally named Snake River which is down
by the mighty Mississippi and renamed the John Flanagan on change of owner then the Olympic Mariner. In 1969 she
was sold to the Taiwan ship breakers.
Anyway after a quick trip to New York that turned into nearly seven months. On climbing the gangway and reporting to
Gods right hand man the Purser who took us down to the blunt end of the ship he produced a coin and said to the two of
us (there was another high jacked lad as well) 'who wants the galley or to be peggy'? With blank faces we looked at each
other so he said to the other lad 'call'. He did, he won and so I became the new galley boy. I was introduced to the chief
cook and the second cook and baker and told to be back in fifteen minutes because the sinks were overflowing and it was
my job to start strapping up. Anyway after a quick trip to New York that turned into nearly seven months the conquering
hero arrived back in Southampton with eighty quid in his skyrocket. Not bad seeing the wage in 1955 for a boy rating was
£8.2s.6d. per month. Thank god for Sunday’s at sea and overtime. I had a lot of tales that I could tell dad but not mum.
This was the beginning of five happy years with Esso. I went from boy to man in one easy lesson.
Brian Toogood
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A Merchant Seaman
I come from many different places in this great wide world
I go in peaceful business with my country's flag unfurled
I follow in the footsteps of the earliest of mankind
My pathway is the shipping lane as I leave the shore behind
I'm the luckiest of people, a fact I won't try to hide
You see I'm a merchant seaman, it's a tag I wear with pride
They can talk of trade and commerce, how it serves the peoples' needs
But I know they'll get nothing till my ship has cleared the leads
It's not a thing you talk about lest people think your minds begun to slip
But to me there's nothing like the sight of a sleek and well found ship
It's something in the DNA and I don't think that we can lose it
It stirs me to the very core I honestly admit it
If you've never been to sea then you'll never understand
How once we've had enough of your shore we want to clear the land
We want to feel the wind and spray, and the salt as it hits our face
We want to be aboard our ship and find another place
A tradesman has his tools, he keeps them sharp and by his side
But we have something we value more, a ship we sail with pride
So keep on mending roads, laying bricks or drive a bus
And leave the joy of seamanship on lovely ships to us
Sometimes in the past, for this great life, there's been an awful price
And many have paid with willingness, the biggest sacrifice
Defenseless during wartime they faced a cold and watery hell
Innocent victims facing death from the torpedo and the shell
We would never try to compare ourselves to these brave intrepid men
But they passed on a tradition that we follow to the end
It's an honest life they taught us and a job we do with pride
How could we think of failure when they're always by our side
We work hard and we play hard and we hold our head up high
Whenever we're in trouble on our shipmates we rely
We're well trained and we're competent but we're no super men
We're honest, loyal and proud and just to be a merchant seaman
At sea you grow up quickly and learn to be the best you can
They take to sea a boy and deliver home a man
The lessons that you learn stay with you till you die
It's a way of life and education that money couldn't buy
You're most likely going to ask me why I'm still at that priceless school
And the simple answer is I was a young and stupid fool
Your question "why did I leave the sea" is a fair one I can't forbid
But the truthful answer is my friend I don't think I ever did
Anon
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